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Machine learning works.
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Machine learning works most of the time!
many applications tolerate occasional failures
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ML failures can be security critical.
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But machine learning is brittle!
“Intriguing properties of neural networks”. Szegedy et al. 2013
“Evasion attacks against machine learning at test time”. Biggio et al. 2013

90% Tabby Cat

Adversarial noise

100% Guacamole
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Adversarial examples can be a security threat.
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Adversarial examples can be a security threat.

• REAL
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Plan for today
Ø ML 101
Ø Adversarial examples and where to find them
Ø ML privacy
Ø Interactive Colab tutorial
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Machine Learning 101.
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Machine Learning 101.

what happens if
I increase this
weight?
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Machine Learning 101.
what about this
one?

cat
dog
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Machine Learning 101.

𝜕ℒ𝑜𝑠𝑠
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=
Take small steps of
gradient descent
to minimize loss
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Plan for today
Ø ML 101
Ø Adversarial examples and where to find them
Ø ML privacy
Ø Interactive Colab tutorial
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Everything is gradient descent.
what happens if
I increase this
pixel?
cat
dog
car
van
...

ℒ𝑜𝑠𝑠

,

“cat”

(11%)
(65%)
(5%)
(5%)

= 0.78
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Everything is gradient descent.

𝜕ℒ𝑜𝑠𝑠
=
𝜕𝑥
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Everything is gradient descent ascent.

0.01 ×
Tabby Cat

Adversarial noise

Take small step of
gradient ascent to
maximize loss

Guacamole
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If you prefer code.
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Repeat for multiple steps.
Lynx
Loss

Cat
Lynx
Guacamole

Guacamole
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What if you don’t have access to the model
weights?
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Black-box attacks.
“Transfer” attacks

“Practical Black-Box Attacks against Machine Learning”.
Papernot et al. 2016

“Boundary” attacks

“Decision-Based Adversarial Attacks”.
Brendel et al. 2018
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Defenses?

33

Adversarial training.
“Towards Deep Learning Models Resistant to Adversarial Attacks”. Madry et al. 2018

max perturbation size

1. Choose a set 𝑆 of perturbations: e.g., 𝑆 = 𝛿: 𝛿
2. For each input

2

≤𝜀

, find the worst adversarial example:

3. Train the model on
4. Repeat until convergence

𝑆

all images in the
set are classified
as “cat”
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Adversarial examples are an unsolved
problem.
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Adversarial examples are an unsolved
problem.
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Adversarial examples are an unsolved
problem.
We don’t even know what
the right metric is...
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Plan for today
Ø ML 101
Ø Adversarial examples and where to find them
Ø ML privacy
Ø Interactive Colab tutorial
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Recall: models are trained to minimize loss

“overfitting”
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What if some examples are severely overfit?
example in training set
example not in training set

loss
How much information might ML models leak?
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Case-study: language models

...
41
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Step 1: Prompt GPT-2 on random inputs
A federal appeals court on Wednesday struck down Texas' voter-ID law, which the Supreme Court had blocked last year. The ruling could potentially affect the upcoming elections in a number of states. Here's what you need to know about the ruling. (Claritza Jimenez/The Washington Post) A federal appeals
court on Wednesday struck down Texas' voter-ID law, which the Supreme Court had blocked last year. The ruling could potentially affect the upcoming elections in a number of states. Here's what you need to know about the ruling. (Claritza Jimenez/The Washington Post) A federal appeals court on Wednesday
struck down Texas' voter-ID law, which the Supreme Court had blocked last year. The ruling could potentially affect the upcoming elections in a number of states. Here's what you need to know about the ruling. (Claritza Jimenez/The Washington Post) The Supreme Court on Tuesday dealt a major setback to
Texas — and to Republican efforts to restrict the vote — by gutting the law that the high court had upheld last year. In doing so, the justices left in place one provision of the law — a requirement that voters show one of seven acceptable forms of photo identification at the polls to castRails in the Garden - VR
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Popular Session 0 top tens 2015! #31 Rory got bored looking "The Internet Explained" on YouTube... so he decided to put on a show! He talks about the history of the Internet and what it has done for our daily lives.This post may contain referral/affiliate links. If you buy something, MSA may earn a commission.
Read the full disclosure We have the exclusive First Look spoilers for the October 2016 Birchbox! (Thanks to reader Sarah for the heads-up!) Each box will include: A selection of 5-star beauty products, from brands including L'Oréal, Smashbox, and more A mystery beauty product with value of at least $45 A
surprise gift And you'll also receive a bonus item (valued at at least $12.50) when you sign-up. Here are the details for this month's box: Birchbox October 2016 Box – $45 Value Check out our Birchbox reviews to learn more about this monthly beauty subscription box! Liz is the founder of My Subscription
Addiction. She's been hooked on subscription boxes since 2011 thanks to BirchFormer top American financial regulation lawmaker Mary Ferguson could offer crucial leadership services moving Democratic-only Pennsylvania through unchidden regulatory turmoil facing states reeling. She can also help
Democrats in Congress who are struggling to defend a number of seats they won in 2010, including the seat held by Sen. Bob Casey Robert (Bob) Patrick CaseyDems hold edge in Rust Belt Senate races: poll Malnutrition Awareness Week spotlights the importance of national nutrition programs Poll: Democrats
hold big leads in Pennsylvania Senate, governor races MORE (D). ADVERTISEMENT The two are the most endangered Democrats in the House. Casey, who is facing a tough race to keep his seat, could be a prime target for Republicans, who have been trying to unseat him ever since he was appointed in
2011. His district is one of 10 in Pennsylvania with a GOP majority. Ferguson, a former member of the House Financial Services Committee, has been a leader of the opposition to the Dodd-Frank financial reform law. She recently announced her candidacy for Senate, and could help Senate Democrats win back
the seat held by Sen. Scott Brown Scott Eric TrumpAvenatti: Third Kavanaugh accuser will prove credible against Kavanaugh, other 'privileged white guys' who defend him Grassley's office says itGin Fractions In Alcoholic BrewMigal "ElbowDropse/Zaknoratraseru" Shattil is a professional CS:GO player. He is
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tool for the Taliban. The president also called for a transfer of the remaining 166 detainees to U.S. prisons. The decision came after a review of the prison conducted by his administration. PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA: Now, the prison at Guantanamo Bay has become a symbol around the world for an America
that flouts the rule of law and values the safety of its people over the safety of the world. It's time for the United States to send a new message to the world: We're not looking to prosecute individuals based on who they are or where they came from. We're looking to prosecute terrorists, and we're going to do it
with speed and conviction. I've ordered a review of the cases of those currently detained. This includes a review of our detention policy with a special emphasis on our detention and interrogation program, and I will seek to transfer or release those currently detained, where practicable, consistent with the national
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Tuesday to give up his business empire to avoid conflicts of interest, but left the door open for the president to retain a stake in his businesses. In a ruling that could have far-reaching consequences, U.S. District Judge George Daniels said Mr Trump's businesses could continue operating without violating the
Constitution, but the court did not require him to sell or divest himself of them. "This case does not involve an unconstitutional conflict of interest," Mr Daniels wrote. The ruling came days after Mr Trump issued an executive order that effectively gave his sons, including senior White House adviser Donald Trump
Jr., control of the family business, the Trump Organization. The order did not divest the president of any interest in the company. Mr Trump is the president of the Trump Organisation, whose business interests include Trump Tower in New York City and a variety of other assets. Shape Created with Sketch.
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in Berlin on"What people believe one year before this horrific happening makes fools seem serious like I'll bring ISIS straight along... in February," said Mr Farage in a speech to UKIP's annual conference in London. He added: "It is time to stop talking about ISIS, to stop making speeches about 'we are going to
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Jack Reed John (Jack) Francis ReedAdmiral defends record after coming under investigation in 'Fat Leonard' scandal New York Times: Trump mulling whether to replace Mattis after midterms Overnight Defense: Biden honors McCain at Phoenix memorial service | US considers sending captured ISIS fighters to
Gitmo and Iraq | Senators press Trump on ending Yemen civil war MORE (D-R.I.). ADVERTISEMENT McCain's confirmation comes just days after it was announced that the committee was delaying a vote on his nomination until at least July 7. The panel is holding confirmation hearings for five other nominees
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Step 2: Find text with abnormally low loss
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court on Wednesday struck down Texas' voter-ID law, which the Supreme Court had blocked last year. The ruling could potentially affect the upcoming elections in a number of states. Here's what you need to know about the ruling. (Claritza Jimenez/The Washington Post) A federal appeals court on Wednesday
struck down Texas' voter-ID law, which the Supreme Court had blocked last year. The ruling could potentially affect the upcoming elections in a number of states. Here's what you need to know about the ruling. (Claritza Jimenez/The Washington Post) The Supreme Court on Tuesday dealt a major setback to
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Overfitting → memorization → privacy risks!
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Maybe GPT-2 is just too big?
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prompt

GPT-3 output
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Plan for today
Ø ML 101
Ø Adversarial examples and where to find them
Ø ML privacy
Ø Interactive Colab tutorial
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Colab setup
Ø Gmail address needed!
Ø shorturl.at/cruW8
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Colab setup
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Run the first 3 cells
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Create adversarial examples
Ø untargeted
(any incorrect class)

Ø targeted (specific incorrect class)
Øwhich loss function should you use?
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Transfer attacks
Ø the (white-box) adversarial examples you
created likely don’t transfer to other models

Ø can you create more “robust” attacks?
56

Adversarial training
Ø Example code shows how to do standard
training and evaluation on adversarial examples

Ø Goal: train a model on worst-case
adversarial examples in each step
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